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The n 5 1 Ruddlesden–Popper phase Sr4FeMoO8 has been synthesised by high temperature
ceramic methods under reducing conditions. Rietveld refinements of the structure against X-ray
and neutron powder diffraction data shows that this phase adopts the space group I4/mmm
(a 5 3.92962(5), c 5 12.6707(2) A˚) and contains a crystallographically disordered arrangement of
Fe and Mo on the single octahedral site in the structure. Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy data show that
iron is in the trivalent state and that the transition metals are fully disordered at a local scale.
SQUID magnetometry measurements and low temperature neutron diffraction experiments have
been used to examine the magnetic properties of this material. The magnetic susceptibility shows
Curie–Weiss paramagnetism above a magnetic transition at 16(1) K. Below this temperature
the sample shows magnetic hysteresis, but the neutron diffraction data show no evidence of
the additional Bragg intensity associated with the formation of a magnetically ordered phase. The
magnetic transition at 16 K is therefore assigned to the formation of a spin-glass phase. The
absence of magnetic order in this material is due to the chemical disorder in the Fe/Mo occupancy
of the octahedral site and thus the randomisation of the magnetic exchange interactions.
Introduction
Double perovskites, A2BB9O6 (where A is a divalent cation
and B and B9 are typically transition metals) have been studied
since the 1960s1 due to the wide-ranging electronic properties
which can be developed as a function of variation in com-
position, oxidation state, chemical cation order and structural
distortion. Recently, a resurgence in interest in these materials
has been driven by the report of room temperature magne-
toresistance in Sr2FeMoO6.
2 The oxidation states of the
transition metals in this compound have been the subject of
considerable debate and it is now recognised that these
are most accurately described using a non-integer description
Fe(3 2 x)+/Mo(5 + x)+, i.e. some unpaired electron density is
associated with the molybdenum cations. Sr2FeMoO6 contains
cation-ordered Fe and Mo giving rise to ferrimagnetic ordering
below Tc 5 420 K. Below this temperature the Fe electrons
remain localised in a parallel arrangement whilst the fully
polarised electrons associated with Mo are delocalised leading
to semi-metallic behaviour. This gives rise to the inter-grain
tunnelling,3 magnetoresistive effect. Since this observation was
reported, a large number of publications have arisen4 which
feature cation substitution for Sr, Fe and Mo.5–8 Despite these
efforts, no substantial enhancement of the magnetoresistive
effect has been observed and the effect has only been
reproduced in Sr2FeReO6.
9 This is due to the difficulty of
synthesising compounds which contain the crucial components
which give rise to the magnetoresistive effect in Sr2FeMoO6;
the presence of chemical cation ordering between two cations
which each contain non-zero d-orbital occupancies. The latter
condition is proving problematic: the substitution of other 3d
metals for Fe3+ can give rise to the formation of an M2+/Mo6+
ion pair.10–12 This introduction of a 4d0 metal centre into the
magnetic exchange pathway prevents the formation of a
ferrimagnetic structure and instead gives rise to antiferromag-
netic order at reduced temperature. Substitution of tungsten
for molybdenum has a similar effect13 (due to the more
reducing nature of W5+ compared to Mo5+) and Sr2FeWO6
contains Fe2+/W6+ which again precludes ferrimagnetic order-
ing. Despite the intensive interest in this area there has been
little research into non-perovskite phases which contain similar
arrangements of cations. A heavily distorted zirconolite
phase has recently been reported14 but, due to a disordered
arrangement of Fe and Mo, failed to reproduce the properties
of the perovskite.
We have chosen to examine analogues of the perovskite in
the Ruddlesden–Popper (RP) family of materials, where
cation-order between octahedrally coordinated metals has
been observed in a number of systems.15–17 The RP structures
contain a variable number (n) of layers of perovskite structure
separated by a layer of rock salt, as shown for n 5 1 in Fig. 1,
which can give rise to highly anisotropic electronic pro-
perties.18 It is anticipated that the rock salt layers of the
RP phases may disrupt the magnetic order between the
perovskite blocks. As the magnetoresistive effect in
Sr2FeMoO6 depends on the concentration of magnetic domain
boundaries,3 this limiting of the magnetic order in one
dimension could give rise to a considerable enhancement
of the magnetoresistive effect compared to that observed in
the three-dimensional perovskite. In this article we report
the structural and electronic properties of the n 5 1 phase
Sr4FeMoO8. In addition to being the first layered
perovskite analogue of Sr2FeMoO6, this represents the first
structural characterisation of a RP molybdate and is the first*edmund.cussen@nottingham.ac.uk
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in a potential family of cation-doped materials based on
Sr2MoO4.
Experimental
The initial synthesis of Sr4FeMoO8 proceeded using a typical
solid state preparation. Stoichiometric quantities of SrCO3,
MoO3 and Fe2O3 were intimately ground, pressed into a pellet
and heated in air at 1 uC min21 from 600 uC to 800 uC and
held at this temperature overnight. The pellet was then
re-ground and heated at 1050 uC under a flowing atmosphere
of 5% H2/95% N2 for a total of 5 days. During this time the
sample was cooled to room temperature, ground and
re-pelleted several times to give sample A. The sample
prepared in this manner was found to contain small quantities
of impurity phases. Subsequent to this discovery, the prepara-
tion was repeated using 10 wt.% excess of MoO3 and the pellet
was heated from 500 uC to 900 uC in air at 0.5 uC min21.
During this heating the pellet was surrounded by powder of
the same stoichiometry. The pellet was then ground and heated
from 900 uC to 1200 uC at 2 uC min21 under 2.5% H2/97.5% N2
and then held at 1200 uC for 2 days to give sample B.
The progress of these reactions were followed by X–ray
powder diffraction using a Philips Xpert diffractometer
operating with Cu Ka radiation. Data were collected in the
range 10 ¡ 2h/u ¡ 90. Neutron powder diffraction data were
collected from ca. 5 g of sample A contained in a cylindrical
vanadium can using the time-of-flight diffractometer Polaris
at the ISIS facility, Rutherford Appleton Laboratories.
Data were collected in the range 0.4¡ d/A˚¡ 8.0. The sample
temperature was controlled using an ILL orange cryostat and
the data were analysed using the Rietveld method19 as
implemented in the GSAS suite20 of programs. The back-
ground was described by a shifted Chebyshev function and the
peak shape was modelled using a convolution of exponential
and pseudo-Voigt functions.
Magnetic susceptibility data were collected using a Quantum
Design MPMS SQUID magnetometer from samples contained
within gelatine capsules after cooling the sample in either zero
applied field or the measuring field of 1000 G. Mo¨ssbauer
spectroscopy data were collected using a transmission spectro-
meter and the values of the isomer shift are reported with
respect to a-iron at 300 K.
Results
X-Ray powder diffraction data collected from sample A
revealed a quantity of SrO impurity (1.1(1) wt.%) which could
not be eliminated with further heating. The remaining peaks in
the pattern could be indexed using a structural model based on
that reported for Sr2FeO4 in the space group I4/mmm. This
structure contains only a single transition metal site and so
indicates the absence of crystallographic cation order between
molybdenum and iron. Bulk magnetometry measurements
were dominated by a small quantity of material showing a
large, temperature independent magnetisation which prevented
any assignment of the magnetic properties to the target phase
Sr4FeMoO8.
The scattered intensity of X-rays varies as a function of the
square of the number of electrons and for Sr4FeMoO8 this
makes X-ray diffraction a relatively insensitive technique for
the determination of the positions, occupancy and displace-
ment parameters of the oxide ions. Therefore, this sample was
examined using neutron powder diffraction. The data collected
at room temperature indicated that the sample contained a
small quantity of metallic iron impurity and some small
additional broad reflections arising from Sr(OH)2?H2O.
Including Fe 2.7(3) wt.%, SrO 3.5(5) wt.% and 3.5(2) wt.%
Sr(OH2)?H2O in the Rietveld refinement allowed a reasonable
fit to be achieved to the data using the crystallographic model
determined from the X-ray data as a starting point for the
refinement. Despite the presence of impurity phases, the
quality of the data was such that it was possible to refine
anisotropic displacement parameters where the site symmetry
permitted and the refinement readily refined to convergence.
The oxide ion fractional occupancies were allowed to vary
freely and refined to values which did not depart significantly
from unity. Therefore they were subsequently fixed at this
value. The converged refinement shown in Fig. 2 yielded the fit
Fig. 1 The n 5 1 Ruddlesden–Popper structure of Sr4FeMoO8.
Grey spheres and octahedra represent Sr cations and Fe/MoO6 units
respectively.
Fig. 2 Observed (dots), calculated (line) and difference neutron
powder diffraction patterns from Sr4FeMoO8 collected from sample
A at room temperature.















































parameters Rwp 5 3.02%, Rp 5 4.40%, and x
2 5 7.18 using
a total of 57 variables; 4 lattice parameters, 3 phase fractions,
3 histogram scale factors, 4 zero point parameters, 2 positional
parameters, 8 displacement parameters, 14 profile parameters
and 19 background parameters. The atomic parameters
and bond lengths resulting from this fit are summarised in
Tables 1 and 2. Neutron powder diffraction data were
also collected as a function of temperature in the range
1.7 ¡ T/K ¡ 34.6 in order to establish the existence or
otherwise of a magnetically-ordered low temperature phase.
The data collected at 1.7 K showed no substantial difference
from the data collected at room temperature and could be
satisfactorily fitted using the same structural model indicating
that the Bragg peaks are purely nuclear in origin. The resulting
atomic distances are summarised in Table 2. Further neutron
diffraction patterns were collected as function of temperature.
These data sets were fitted using the same structural model
indicating no substantial changes occurred in the structure as
a function of temperature. Close examination of structural
parameters resulting from these refinements showed a smooth
evolution with temperature for displacement parameters
and lattice parameters. The bond lengths showed no signifi-
cant change in the temperature range 1.7¡ T/K¡ 34.6 except
for the distance between the transition metal site and the
apical oxide ion. As shown in Fig. 3, this distance undergoes
a small, but statistically significant reduction in the bond
length as a function of temperature on heating from 17.0(1)
to 19.8(1) K. This bond length has a mean value of
2.0265(3) A˚ for temperatures ¡ 17 K but 2.0251(2) A˚ in the
range 19.8 ¡ T/K ¡ 34.6
The Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy data collected from sample A
are shown in Fig. 4. At room temperature the data can be
fitted using a pair of doublets with isomer shifts of 0.31(1) and
0.49(1) mm s21. Close examination of these data in the regions
of +6 mm s21 and 26 mm s21 where the contribution from
metallic iron would be strongest21 showed that the metallic
iron impurity identified in the neutron diffraction data was
undetectable in the Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy experiment. On
cooling the sample to 77 K, both of these doublets move to
slightly more positive isomer shifts indicating an increase in
electron density at the iron nuclei. The data collected at 25 K
can be modelled as a 41(2) : 59(2) mixture of a singlet and a
sextet, the latter indicating the presence of an internal magnetic
field which is static on the Mo¨ssbauer timescale of 10–100 ns.
On cooling the sample to 10 K the fraction of iron nuclei which
are experiencing a static field has increased to 88(2)%. The
Table 2 Bond lengths derived for Sr4FeMoO8 from neutron powder
diffraction data collected at room temperature and 1.7 K
Bond Distance (RT)/A˚ Distance (1.7 K)/A˚
Sr–O(1) 2.7015(4) 6 4 2.6943(4) 6 4
Sr–O(2) 2.4528(8) 2.4439(8)
Sr–O(2) 2.77720(6) 6 4 2.76959(7) 6 4
Fe/Mo–O(1) 1.96031(2) 6 4 1.95461(3) 6 4
Fe/Mo–O(2) 2.0237(6) 6 2 2.0265(7) 6 2
mean Fe/Mo–O 1.98144 1.97857
Fig. 3 The variation in distance from the transition metal site to the
apical oxide ion position as a function of temperature in Sr4FeMoO8
derived from the Rietveld refinement with the error bars indicating one
standard deviation.
Table 1 Atomic parameters derived for Sr4FeMoO8 from neutron
powder diffraction data collected at room temperature
Atom Site x y z 100U11 100U22 100U33
a
Sr 4e 0 0 0.35330(4) 0.914(13) 0.914(13) 0.39(2)
Fe/Mo 2a 0 0 0 0.335(8)b
O(1) 4c 0 1/2 0 0.82(3) 0.24(2) 1.06(3)
O(2) 4e 0 0 0.15971(5) 1.16(2) 1.16(2) 0.53(3)
a U12, U13 and U23 are constrained to zero by site symmetries.
b Isotropic temperature factor.
Fig. 4 The observed (dots) and simulated (line) Mo¨ssbauer spectra
collected from Sr4FeMoO8 at 300 K, 25 K and 10 K.















































results from the fitted Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy data are
collected in Table 3.
Having identified the presence of a small quantity of metallic
iron in sample A indicating the sample had been slightly over-
reduced, sample B was prepared. X-Ray diffraction collected
from B showed that this sample was a single phase n 5 1
Ruddlesden–Popper phase and the data could be fitted, as
shown in Fig. 5, using a single phase model. Magnetic
susceptibility data collected from B showed no evidence of
the ferromagnetic impurity which had dominated the bulk
magnetic properties of A. The data from B could be
fitted satisfactorily to the Curie–Weiss law in the range
80 ¡ T/K ¡ 300 as shown in Fig. 6, yielding values for C
and h of 2.134(4) cm3 K mol21 and 1.2(2) K respectively. The
Curie constant is associated with a paramagnetic moment of
4.13(1) mB. The magnetisation of Sr4FeMoO8 shows no history
dependence for temperatures above 16(1) K. At this tempera-
ture the zero-field cooled data pass through a maximum whilst
the field-cooled magnetisation continues to increase on cooling
further.
Discussion
The formation of impurities in sample A but not in sample B
suggests that a degree of molybdenum loss occurs during the
synthesis of Sr4FeMoO8. Similar high temperature preparative
routes have been widely employed2,5,22,23 in the synthesis of
the parent perovskite phases A2MMoO6 without any report
of Mo loss. This loss presumably occurs during the initial
stage of the heat treatment due to the volatility of MoO3
(melting point 5 795 uC). Refinement of the Fe/Mo fractional
occupancy against the X-ray powder diffraction data showed
the sample was stoichiometric in iron and molybdenum.
However, the quality of the fit was not significantly degraded
by small adjustments to the stoichiometry suggesting that the
stoichiometry could vary within the range Sr4Fe1.0(1)Mo1.0(1)O8
whilst having negligible impact on the resulting X-ray
diffraction pattern. As both the X-ray diffraction data and
magnetometry measurements failed to find any evidence of a
second phase, the stoichiometry of sample B can be assumed to
be close to the ideal Sr4FeMoO8.
Both X-ray and neutron powder diffraction data show that
this compound adopts the ideal single layer Ruddlesden–
Popper phase and thus contains Fe and Mo in a disordered
manner on a single octahedrally-coordinated site. The mean
ionic radii24 of the possible ion pairs Fe2+/Mo6+ and Fe3+/Mo5+
have values of 0.685 and 0.628 A˚ respectively and so informa-
tion on the oxidation states of the transition metals can be
extracted by an examination of the transition-metal–oxide
distances. The mean metal–oxide bond length of 1.9814(7) A˚
is intermediate between the mean distances of 1.987 A˚ and
1.973 A˚ reported5 for Fe–O and Mo–O respectively in the
tetragonal, cation-ordered phase Sr2FeMoO6 at 200 K and is
close to the mean of these two values (1.980 A˚). Reference to
Table 3 The electronic parameters used to model the Mo¨ssbauer












300 2 0.31(1) 20.58 0.51
2 0.49(1) 20.51 0.49
77 2 0.42(2) 20.58 0.44
2 0.61(1) 20.55 0.56
25 1 0.55(3) — 0.41
6 0.61(2) 0.16 0.59
10 1 0.38(8) — 0.12
6 0.56(3) 0.07 0.40
6 0.59(2) 0.12 0.48
Fig. 5 Observed (dots), calculated (line) and difference X-ray powder
diffraction patterns collected from sample B at room temperature. The
tick marks indicate allowed Bragg peaks. Excluded regions contain
Bragg peaks from the aluminium sample holder.
Fig. 6 (a) Magnetic susceptibility of Sr4FeMoO8 collected after
cooling the sample in zero field (circles) and in the measuring field
of 1000 G (triangles). (b) The inverse magnetic susceptibility fitted to
the Curie–Weiss law in the temperature range 80 ¡ T/K ¡ 300.















































neutron powder diffraction studies12,25 of Sr2Fe
IIWVIO6 and
Sr2Mn
IIMoVIO6 carried out at room temperature yields typical
bond lengths of Fe2+–O (2.083 A˚) and Mo6+–O (1.920 A˚)
respectively. The mean metal–oxide bond length which would
be anticipated for a Fe2+/Mo6+ ion pair would be ca. 2.002 A˚
and our data thus suggest that the octahedrally coordinated
sites are occupied by Fe3+/Mo5+ rather than the alternative
Fe2+/Mo6+ couple. Whilst cation ordering over octahedral sites
has been observed15,17,26 for Ruddlesden–Popper phases, it is
well established that cation pairs which order in the perovskite
parent materials do not always order in the layered analogues.
In some cases,15 cation ordering can occur within the
perovskite layers but the ordering between the layers is
randomised leading to a quasicrystalline phase. The diffraction
data do not preclude such a situation and so the local
environments around the iron nuclei were examined using
Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy.
Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy is invaluable in probing the local
ordering patterns around the FeO6 octahedra. Two limiting
cases of cation ordering can be considered; (i) the system
shows complete order between FeO6 and MoO6 within the
layers and (ii) the cations within the layers have a wholly
random arrangement of FeO6 and MoO6 octahedra as
neighbours. In (i) each iron nucleus will experience the same
environment and so a single resonance would be observed in
the Mo¨ssbauer spectrum. If (ii) occurs then any iron nucleus
could have between zero and four neighbouring MoO6
octahedra and for the case of two neighbours these could be
in cis or trans geometries resulting in a total of six possible iron
nuclear environments. Due to the limited resolution of the
Mo¨ssbauer technique and the subtle differences between these
different environments it is not possible to distinguish between
these six sites experimentally. Nevertheless, the requirement of
two Fe resonances in fitting the Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy data
collected at room temperature clearly indicates that this
material does not exhibit cation order but can be described
as a fully cation-disordered system. This absence of cation
order in Sr4FeMoO8 can be ascribed to the reduction in
nearest-neighbouring transition metal octahedra from six,
in the (cation-ordered) perovskite, to four, in the n 5 1
Ruddlesden–Popper structure. The reduction in the number of
neighbouring octahedra reduces the electrostatic energy and
mechanical strain associated with a disordered cation arrange-
ment and allows the entropy gain associated with a random
placement of FeO6 and MoO6 octahedra to determine the
adopted structure.
The Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy also permits an estimation of
the oxidation state of the iron in Sr4FeMoO8. At room
temperature the resonances lie in the range of isomer shifts
typical for Fe3+ in octahedral coordination,27,28 providing
confirmation of the Fe3+/Mo5+ valence suggested by the metal–
oxide bond lengths derived from the neutron diffraction data.
On cooling the sample, the isomer shifts increase and approach
the upper boundary of the range of values expected for high
spin Fe3+. A similar increase in isomer shift has been
observed29 on cooling Sr2FeMoO6 and was ascribed to partial
electron transfer from Mo5+ to Fe3+ resulting in the formation
of the non-integer oxidation state of Fe2.5+. On cooling
Sr4FeMoO8 further, the isomer shift continues to increase
but never reaches the values associated with the formation of
high-spin divalent iron. The presence of a static, internal
magnetic field in the sample at 25 K and to a greater extent
at 10 K indicates that the material is no longer in the
paramagnetic regime at these temperatures and would suggest
the formation of a magnetically ordered phase. Such a
magnetic transition is compatible with the maximum in the
magnetic susceptibility observed at 16(1) K. The divergence
observed below this temperature is a clear indication that the
magnetic moments of the transition metals are no longer
dynamic but that magnetic interactions within the sample
dominate over the thermal energy below this temperature.
The difference in magnetic transition temperature determined
by the two techniques stems from the different timescales
of the two experiments. Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy samples
the environment of the iron nucleus over a timescale21 of
10–100 ns whilst the susceptibility measurements record the
bulk magnetisation over several minutes. The observation at
25 K of 59(1)% of Fe nuclei experiencing a magnetic field
which is static on the Mo¨ssbauer timescale is thus compatible
with the observation of bulk paramagnetism persisting down
to 16 K on the timescale of a magnetisation measurement. The
susceptibility data above the transition can be fitted using
the Curie–Weiss law to yield a value for the paramagnetic
moment, 4.13 mB, substantially lower than that expected for
either Fe3+/Mo5+ (spin-only m 5 6.16 mB) or Fe
2+/Mo6+
(mso 5 4.89 mB) ion pairs. The Weiss constant resulting from
this fit, h 5 1.2 K, could be interpreted as signifying that the
interactions between magnetic centres are extremely weak and
ferromagnetic. However, such an assignment is incompatible
with the observation of a magnetic transition at 16 K. The
Weiss constant should represent the averaged magnetic
interactions between the paramagnetic centres and, in an ideal
model, the magnetic centres should undergo magnetic ordering
at a temperature of similar magnitude to the Weiss constant.
The observation of a magnetic transition at a temperature so
much higher than the Weiss constant indicates the match
between the susceptibility of Sr4FeMoO8 and the Curie–Weiss
law is serendipitous and that the derived magnetic parameters
are without physical basis. Similar observations have been
made in spin-glass systems30 which have illustrated the
potential pitfalls of assigning too great a significance to the
results of Curie–Weiss fits to magnetic susceptibility data
obtained from magnetically concentrated, disordered systems.
Neutron diffraction data from Sr4FeMoO8 collected below
16 K show that the magnetic transition observed in the
susceptibility measurements is due to the formation of a spin-
glass phase and that this material exhibits no long-range
magnetic order at 1.7 K. The only evidence of a magnetic
transition in the neutron diffraction data is a reduction in a
M–O bond distance on heating the sample to 17 K. Similar
adjustments31 in bond length are often reported around
magnetic ordering temperatures and the magnetostrictive
effect observed in the present case is presumably related to a
reduction in electron repulsion associated with short range
spin correlations in the spin-glass phase. No significant change
in the anisotropic displacement parameters of the oxide ions
was observed as a function of temperature around the
magnetic transition. The formation of a spin-glass phase at















































16(1) K in Sr4FeMoO8 is in stark contrast to the parent
perovskite Sr2FeMoO6 which forms a long-range ferrimagne-
tically ordered phase below a magnetic transition temperature
of ca. 420 K. It has been shown in Sr3Fe2O72d that two-
dimensional magnetic order can exist in RP phases at 110 K27
and so the change from a three-dimensional perovskite to a
two-dimensional RP structure is not responsible for the change
in magnetic properties in the Fe/Mo compounds. Instead,
this dramatic difference in physical properties stems from
the difference in chemical ordering between the two phases.
The presence of cation disorder in Sr4FeMoO8 leads to a
randomisation in the exchange interactions between neigh-
bouring cations and thus disrupts the formation of a
magnetically ordered phase. Below 16 K the magnetic
moments on individual cation sites adopt orientations such
that the exchange energy with their neighbours is minimised.
However, the cation disorder identified by the diffraction
experiments and Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy measurements
means that these orientations are not propagated through
the structure but instead are a function of the random
placement of Fe3+ and Mo5+ throughout the sample. The net
exchange interaction experienced by each magnetic centre will
therefore be greatly reduced leading to the observed reduction
in the magnetic transition temperature.
Conclusions
X-Ray and neutron powder diffraction combined with
Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy have shown that Fe3+ and Mo5+ are
disordered over the octahedral sites of Sr4FeMoO8 over all
length scales. This has a dramatic impact on the magnetic
properties of this phase compared to the parent perovskite.
Whereas Sr2FeMoO6 exhibits ferrimagnetic order below 420 K,
Sr4FeMoO8 forms a magnetically disordered phase below the
transition temperature of 16(1) K. The origin of this reduction
in the net magnetic exchange is the chemical disorder between
the transition metals leading to a randomisation of the
magnetic interactions. Hence individual cations are subjected
to conflicting exchange interactions and remain dynamically
disordered at temperatures down to 16 K and statically
disordered below this temperature. The key to achieving
ferrimagnetism and magnetoresistance in the RP phases will be
to increase the stabilisation of a cation-ordered arrangement
with respect to the disordered structure observed in
Sr4FeMoO8. Work is ongoing to prepare the higher-order
RP phases with thicker perovskite blocks and hence an
increased number of neighbouring octahedra in an effort to
induce order between the FeO6 and MoO6 octahedra and the
desired electronic properties.
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